
Healing Note
The other day I had more tensions and breathing difficulties than usual. I have been repairing the place in my body where I broke in 
1991. Specifically I’m on the rear solar plexus chakra area. A lot of work one night while dreaming, detecting and undoing a complex 
system that my life force had been used to build in the spirit world. 

Afterwards, awake in the afternoon, I saw a crocodile god. He was fully crocodile, green, with a full tail but biped. Then when I was 
having a shower I was breathing heavily and making monster noises. I felt a slight tendency to shapeshift but did not do so. There was
a sense of greenness. Then I became aware of a full reptilian form inside me, like the crocodile god I had seen earlier. It was not an 
entity. It was more like an etheric implant but deeper in the whole body. It was like a projected image recorded in my being. Now that I 
was aware, my energy displaced the form which lifted out of my body and dispersed to nothing.

Interpretation

This was an infection and this was why I was able to shapeshift. I have three trauma memories of being induced to shift to reptilian.

Another incident with a group of cult members in the London caverns is relevant. I was 2 years old then in 1969. I was in a large 
church which I believe was Westminster Abbey. I was there with a group of children. They looked tribal like from Canada. We went 
down a flight of stone steps into the cavern. 
I did not shapeshift in this incident but was induced to lose consciousness. When I came to my body had been taken over. The group 
of cult members was no longer there. In their place was a group of reptilians. The children were killed. Present at the incident were my 
father, Heath, Thatcher, the Greek (who I suspect to be Dr Aribert Heim), the Queen, 3 kings, Hayman, my Uncle B and others/royals. 
The three kings were black African royalty. They were youngish, similar looking, well built men in good shape.

I’m now thinking that the shapeshifting is a product of African magic with the crocodile god, and that the shapeshifted person is a 
hybrid manifestation. The snout of the shapeshifted person is neither long like a crocodile nor short like a human, but pronounced, like 
a dog or a cow. There’s an issue with the tail. I don’t remember tails. Arizona Wilder reported the Queen Mum to have a thin whippy 
tail. Arizona was taught that the reptilians are from off-planet. The shapeshifted person is biped, and rugged like a croc but less so. 
The reptilians were a head taller than the humans.

I have also experienced or seen shapeshifting to wolfman and to quadruped reptilian. In both cases a necromantic spirit was present. 
Jessie Czebotar has reported a changeling spirit being involved in wolfman shapeshifting.

Hypothesis
1a) A deal was made between African royalty, the crocodile god, and foreign royals. 
African magic was used to give the foreigners these accursed powers. (Rhodes, slave trade, maritime empires, Belgian royals?) or, 
1b) Maybe this goes back further, to Egypt, and the crocodile god Sobek was an emblem or product of this.
2) The curse is inherited.
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"Figure of Sobek” 

'Sotheby's June 7, 2005. Lot 87, Egyptian, Ptolemaic 
Period, 304-30 B.C., steatite, 7 1/2 inches high... was 
once in the colletion of Jay C. Leff of Uniontown,Pa., 
and was exhibited at the Carnegie Institute in 1959-
1960.'   thecityreview.com/s05sant.html 
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